The Borough is within the area covered by the London Lorry Control Scheme (LLCS) which manages heavy goods vehicle movements on certain roads at night and at weekends. Operators and drivers are advised to plan their route in advance to meet the requirements of the LLCS.

Certain roads within the Borough are within the area covered by the London Low Emission Zone (LEZ). Operators and drivers are advised to plan their route in advance to meet the requirements of the LEZ.

No parking facilities are available within the Borough and an overnight parking ban for vehicles over 5 tonnes exists on Borough roads.

For further information or to provide feedback on the map, please call the Royal Borough of Kingston upon Thames Environmental Services Contact Centre on:

020 8547 5929

Electronic copies of the map are available to download from the South London Freight Quality Partnership website at:

www.southlondonfqp.com

The South London Freight Quality Partnership brings together representatives from local authorities, the freight industry and other key stakeholders to find constructive solutions to local issues affecting the efficient, economic, safe and sustainable movement of freight throughout South London.
Access to the estate from the A3 Kingston Bypass
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